
Break the Mold of Summer Decor: HGTV Star
Sabrina Soto Offers DIY Inspiration with Cricut
Maker 3

SOUTH JORDAN, UTAH, UNITED STATES, May 24, 2024 /EINPresswire.com/ -- In the realm of

summer decor, clichés abound with starfish mobiles and seashell trinket trays dominating the

scene. However, this season presents an opportunity to break free from the ordinary and infuse

the living space with the essence of summer while showcasing individuality. Crafting a personal

oasis is within reach, and HGTV Star and Celebrity Interior Designer Sabrina Soto is here to

provide some innovative DIY ideas.

Augmenting the DIY experience is the introduction of the Cricut Maker 3, hailed as the ultimate

smart cutting machine. Seamlessly integrated with the Cricut Design Space app, this

groundbreaking tool empowers individuals to bring their creative visions to life with

unprecedented precision and simplicity.

The versatility of the Cricut Maker 3 transcends traditional crafting boundaries; it effortlessly cuts

through fabric for sewing projects, engraves metal to craft unique gifts, and embosses leather

for a touch of opulence in home decor. With its intuitive design and multifaceted capabilities, the

Cricut Maker 3 opens doors to boundless creative opportunities for DIY enthusiasts of all skill

levels.

About Sabrina Soto:

Sabrina Soto is a prominent figure in the world of interior design, renowned for her appearances

on HGTV and her expertise in creating stylish yet functional living spaces. With a passion for

empowering individuals to personalize their homes, Soto continues to inspire homeowners

worldwide with her innovative approach to design.

About Cricut:

Cricut is a leading provider of smart cutting machines and creative tools, dedicated to

empowering individuals to unleash their creativity through personalized crafting experiences.

With a commitment to innovation and accessibility, Cricut continues to redefine the possibilities

of DIY crafting in the digital age.
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